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Sustainable developntent is a major theme on the scientific and political agenda.
Sustainable development is unanimously accepted as a guiding principle but each
policy implication thereof (e.g. a carbon tax) is heavily disputed, because of
differences in interpretation of the concept of sustainable development. Different
perspectives on sustainable development are related to different theories on nature
and the human relationship with nature as well as to different ethical views on the
relationship between "us" and (wo)men living elsewhere on the world or living in
future times.
Four different perspectives are distinguished: the perspective of the"Techtxocrat-
Advenfiïer", who does not believe in limits for human adventure; the perspective of
the "Manager-Engineer", who believes that management enables renewable resources
to be substituted for depletable resources while maintaining societal affluence and
environnrental quality; the perspective of the "Steward", who takes care of "Garden
Eaftlt" and harvests without depleting natural resources or disturbing environmental
processes; and the "Pottneïs" perspective on nature as an entity that ought not to be
exploited by man. These suslainable developnlent perspectives show little common
ground. Therefore a common sustainable development strategy can not be derived
from thcse perspectives.
ln this study I do not adopt one of these perspectives but I develop the perspective
of the envírorunental physiologisÍ instead. The environnrcrfial physiologist designs
models that simulate the metabolism in the society and between the society and the
environment. The four perspectives mentioned above, may provide together some
concepts and processes - e.g.growth, efficiency increase and substitution, depletion
and equilibrium - that can be incorporated in these nrctabolic rnodels.
First, I develop the methodology of the environrnental physiologist. This
methodology is applied in two case-studies. The first case-study concerns the seruice
of food conservation, based on household refrigeration. This study is relevant,
because of the emission of ozone depleting substances and greenhouse warming
substances caused by refrigerating appliances. Different environmental policy options
with regard to refrigerators are compared and evaluated for The Netherlands. The
second case study concerns the seruice of transportation provided by passenger cars.
This study is relevant because of the large material and energy consumption related
to cars that threatens the conseryatíon of energt and ntaterial,esotffces, and the large
amount of waste generated during the car's lifecycle causing substantial eruirorunental
deteioratiort Different passenger car design approaches and different transport
policy options are compared and evaluated for the USA and for The Netherlands.
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Models of societal and environmental metabolism: tools for the design
of sustainable strategies
Services, energJi consumption, material use and environmental impacts as
descriptive and explanatory terms for the societal and environmental metabolism
The fulfilment of human needs is a major determinant for the societul and
environmental metabolísm. The causal order in models describing this metabolism is
as follows: Human needs are fulfilled by the delivery of services; the magnitude of
service delivery determines the magnitude of energy consumption and of material use,
which in turn determine the magnitude of environmental impact.
This metabolic model strucfitre can be applied to describe various societies. Societies
are distinguished by the quantities and the types of senices that are delivered, and
by the technologies used to produce these seníces and to mitigate the environmental
impacts of production and consumption. The first class of descriptive variables is
obtained by calculating the metabolism per capita. These variables reveal global
differences with regard to the distribution of wealth and environmental conditions.
The second class of variables is obtained by calculating the ratios of metabolic terms
(such as energy consumption) to the total level of service delivery (measured with the
Gross Domestic Product): e.g. the energy consumption per unit of GDP (the Intensity
of Energ Use IEQ. These variables characterise the state of the technology of the
society considered.
Some factors may explain observed changes of the variables describing societal
and environmental metabolism: growth (e.g. of the population or of the consumption
level), increase (or decrease) of the efficiency (e.g. measured by the IEU) alLd
substitution (among services, materials, energy sources and environmental impacts).
Metabolic models and environmental policy models
Models may perform three different functions: some models describe a system, some
models generate predictions about future developments, and some models are
applied to design better systems. Metabolic models can contribute to these functions.
A desciptive metabolic model gives an accurate representation of the current
patterns of service delivery, material use, energy consumption and associated environ-
mental impacts. These models offer relevant information for designing policy
measures to improve societal metabolism. These descriptions have a snapshot
character and do not form a reliable base for predictions about the evolution ofthe
societal metabolism.
Developingpredictive metabolíc modelsimplies both analysingthe structure of the
causal relationships - determining the pattern of societal metabolism - and predicting
dynatnic trends of factors, determining the magnitude of societal metabolism (such as
growth and substitution). System-dynamical metabolic models can simulate pheno-
mena such as accumulation of substances in the economy and the environment, delays











































Proper representation of these phenomena is important if one wants to generate
plausible prcdictions.
A bluepittt nrctabolic rttodel is derive<l from prescriptive principles, such as the
reduction of material use, energy consumption and environmental impacts to levels
consistent with sustainable developntent. These models are criticised because the
societal and technical feasibility of the necessary reductions is often lacking.
Models represcnting the societal artd environmental nretabolisnt, are useful for the
design and evaluation of long-term environmental policies and strategies, when these
three I'unctions are addressed together in a balanced way. Firstly, the facts have to
be accurate; secondary, assumptions aboutstructttal pattents an<ldynanictrends have
to be plausible; thirdly, the tlesigted cltanges of the nrctabolisnthave to follow relevant
prescr ipt ive pr inc ip lcs.
Steady-state and dynamic lifecycle methodology for environmental planning
In lifecycle analysis the cffects of various environmcntal policy measures relevant for
material use, for energy consumption and for environmental impacts are analysed
Íbllowing a ntetabolic rnodellirtg nrctlndologt" In this lifecycle methodology the cradle
to g'ave effects of an encrgy source, of a material or of a product are aggregated.
The lifccycle methodology can be applied for the design and the evaluation of
cnvironmcntal policy in a rclqtive antJ contparative way by assessing different designs
on their intended performance related [o environmcnÍ.al impacts. The lifecycle
methodology can also be applied in an sbsohtte and evqhmtive way by assessing a
dcsign on performancc related to normative and quantitative environmental
objcctives.
ln steady-state lifecycle analysis (LCA) the environmental impacts of different
designs arc aggregated disregarding when and where these will occur. LCA is applicd
for comparative purposes.ln dynanic liÍecycle analysis scenarios are defined for the
dynamic variablcs c.g. describing the introduction of new products and the change
of eíficiency. The scenario results of dynamic lifecycle analysis for different policy
measures may be compared but may also be related to normative objectives.
The LCA mcthodology has frequently been applied to compare diÍferent energy
sources, different materials or different products and services. It is difficult to
compare the conclusions of these studies, because no standardised methodological
principles and rules wcre used. However, the development of an uniform mcthodol-
ogy for LCA has been started already which may improve the reliability of the
conclusions derived liom this methodology. Elements of the dynamic lifecycle
methodology have been applied in some cases, but the over-all methodological
framework has not yet been defined. In this study a framcwork of the dynamic
lifecycle methodology and the computer-program DYMOS are developed. DYMOS
is an instrument for the design of dynamic lifecycle models and for the evaluation o[
the quantitative model results.
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The dynamic lifecycle methodology is preferred over the LCA methodology in cases
where the absolute magnitudes of environmental impacts and the temporal pattern
of the effects are relevant. These aspects are important if:
- a product with a substantial lifetime, is subject to significant changes in material
composition, energy consumption or environmental performance,
- material use is strongly influenced by a recycling policy or a phase-out policy, and
- there are environmental impacts with a long-term effects.
Evaluation of some ways to redesign the refrigerator in order to limit
the depletion of the ozone layer and the radiative forcing of the
atmosphere
The contribution ofthe refrigerator to the depletion ofthe ozone layer and to the
increase of the radiative forcing of the atmosphere
The depletion of the ozone layer and the increase of the atmospheric radiative forcing
threaten the chances of global sustainable development. Halogenated alkanes (CFCs)
are considered as important causes of the depletion of the ozone layer. CFCs were
invented n 1928. CFC use has increased enormously since the Second World War.
Since CFCs are very stable, CFCs emitted to the atmosphere accumulate and the
atmospheric CFC concentration increases continuously. Eventually, CFCs are decom-
posed by UV radiation in the stratosphere. When this occurs the chlorine content of
CFCs is released, and some stratospheric ozone is destructed by the chlorine radicals.
Since the stratospheric ozone (the ozone layer) protects the biosphere against
damaging UV radiation, depletion of the ozone layer leads to an increase of the UV
radiation level on earth. The ozone depleting influence of a substance (e.g. CFCs)
is expressed n the ODP (ozone depletion potential).
Many gaseous substances affect the radiation balance of the atmosphere. Without
theserudiative forcing substances the global temperature wouldbe about 30o C lower
than normal during geologic history. This phenomenon is called the nstural
greenhouse effect. Due to the rising concentrations of some gaseous substances, the
radiative forcing of the atmospheric gases is increasing above the natural level. This
increase may cause an increase of the global average temperature and regional
climate change. Global climate change may generate substantial effects: floods due to
sea level rise and desertiÍication due to changing precipitation levels. Carbon-dioxide
(COr), methane (CHr) and the CFCs contribute substantially to the increase of
radiative forcing of the atmosphere. The contribution to the increased greenhouse
effect of an individual substance is expressed inits GItrP (global warming potential).
Because of large differences of the effect period, GTilPs are calculated for a given
period (the integration period). Commonly used integration periods are 2-O years,
1-00 years and even 500 years.
International agreements are aimed at preventing the increase of these environ-
mental problems and at limiting the emission of gases contributing to these problems.














































Long-term objectives have been defined to decrease the emission of radiative forcing
gases during the 2l-st century in order to limit the future increase of the greenhouse
effect to an acceptable level.
Phasing-out CFCs contributes also directly to limiting the increqsed greenhouse
ffict, because of radiative forcing property of CFCs. However, with regard to their
technical performance and their energy consumption the substitutes of CFCs are
generally worse than the CFCs. Thus, the application of these substitutes results
indirectly in a higher COr-emission. An increase of the energy efficiency may require
more isolation materials, containing ozone depleting substances. Thus, when designing
and implementing a consistent environmental policy, both issues should be
considered.
Refrigeration is related to both problems. In the common refrigerator CFCs are
used for two purposes: as refrigerant and as blowing agent for the insulation material.
The refrigerator consumes electricity that is generally produced with a substantial
emission of COr. A refrigerator designed in compliance with the just adopted
international environmental policy - addressing both issues - should not use CFCs
and should consume substantially less electricity than the current designs.
Twelve future refrigerator designs relevant for the Dutch context are analysed and
compared with help of (dynamic) lifecycle analysis. These designs are based on
combinations of different measures that may decrease the environmental impacts of
the refrigerator. These combinations are derived from three types of refrigerant and
insulation material (CFCs, substitutes with a lower ODP and a lower GWP, and
substitutes with zero GWP and with zero ODP), two insulation levels (the current
level and a double insulation level) and two methods of treatment of disposed
refrigerators (integral shredding ofthe refrigerator and dismantling ofthe refrigerator
with removal of the refrigerant and the insulation material).
The lifecycle of the refrigerator and scenarios for electricity consumption of the
reÍ'rigerator
A comparison of alternative refrigerator designs requires data about use and fate of
CFCs, about annual electricity consumption and about environmental effects of the
electricity generation. The following stages are distinguished in the lifecycle of CFCs:
the usage stage with the leakage of a part the CFCs used as refrigerant and as
blowing agent of the insulation material, the dismantling stage with possible removal
of the refrigerant and the insulation material and recovery of the contained CFCs
from disposed refrigerators, the shredding stage with a complete release of the
refrigerant, the dumping stage with a slow release of'the blowing agent out of the
insulation material, and the atmosphere with the decomposition of CFCs and their
substitutes.
The scenarios describing the electricity consumption by refrigerators are
dependent on the applied refrigerant and the type and the amount of insulation
material used. A relatively high electricity consumption level is assumed for cases
based on substitutes with zero GWP and with zero ODP. A relatively low electricity
consumption is assumed for cases based on continuous use of CFCs. In cases based
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on substitutes \ilith a lower GWP and a lower ODP the electricity consumption is
assumed to be in between the above values. For double insulation cases the electricity
consumption is assumed to be about 40Vo lower than for the corresponding single
insulation cases.
It is not possible to make a widely accepted prediction about the average COr-
emission rate of future power generating systems. Thus, three variants about the
average COr-emission rate are considered in the evaluations of the refrigerator
designs (u hrgh, a medium and a low emission-variant).
Results of the lifecycle analysis of the refrigerator designs
First, steady state lifecycle analysis is applied to the considered designs. With regard
to ozone depletion the design with the zero ODP substitutes was found to perform
best.
With respect to greenhouse warming, the ranking of the different designs was
found to depend on the integration period considered. When a short integration
period is considered the design with the no GWP stbstitutes and with double
insulation (the D-M-design) has the best ranking position. When a long integration
period is considered the design based on low GWP substitutes on double insulation
and on removal and recovery of refrigerant and insulation materials out of the
disposed appliances (the D-C-design) has the best ranking position.
In an integrative evaluation on both aspects the D-M-case is best for most
integration periods and COr-emission variants considered (with an exception for the
D-C-case if the integration period is 500 years and if the COr-emissions are according
to the medium or high emission variants).
Nert, dynamic liftcycle analysis is applied. With regard to ozone depletion the
designs with zero ODP substitutes and with removal of CFCs out of the already
installed refrigerators was found to perform best (the D-M- and S-M-cases).
With respect to greenhouse waming ïhe D-M-case has the best ranking position
for a short integration period (20 years) and the D-C-case has the best ranking
position for longer integration periods (1,00 and 500 year).
In an integrative evaluation on both aspects the ranking of the best designs D-M
and the D-C depend on the integration period considered. When a short and a
medium integration period is considered, the D-M-case is best. When a long
integration period is considered the D-C-case is best.
The lifecycle analyses do not result in a single answer on the question which design
should be preferred. If the COr-emission rate of the power generating system remains
at a high level in the next century, the D-C-design should be preferred, despite the
(moderate) increase of ozone depletion caused by applying low ODP substitutes. If
the COr-emission rate of the power generating system will decrease substantially in
the next century the D-M-design should be preferred, despite the slower decrease of
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Conclusions about the evaluated refrigerator designs with regard to the Dutch
environmental policy and with regard to sustainable development
According to international policy agreements low ODP substitutes have to be banned
in the first half of the 21st century and the emission of greenhouse gases has to
decrcase substantially below current emission levels. Only the D-M-design will comply
to these internationally agreed objectives, if we assume that the average COr-emission
rate of the power system will decrease to about 50% oï the emission rate in the year
L988.
If the Dutch average number of refrigerators per capita will be installed
worldwide during the 21st century, compliance to the requirements of "sustainable
enviruutterial developntenÍ"will be more difficult. Then, three severe conditions havc
to be met: zero ODP substitutes must be introduced worldwide, the worldwide
electricity consumption by refrigerators must decrease to less than 50Va of the current
consumption level and the worldwide COr-emission rate of the power gcnerating
system (kg CO. per kWh electricity) must decrease to less than 507o of the current
emission level.
Evaluation of new car designs on the aspects, material use, energy
consumption, generation of waste and emission of acidifying
substances in the context of sustainable development
The depletion of material resources, the exhaustion of energy sources and the
environmental impact of material use and enerry consumption
Nearly always people have been aware of the potential scarcity of mineral and fossil
resourccs. Yet, the environmental impacts produced by waste and other emissions arc
much less perceived. A high material use and a high energy consumption may causc
resource depletion as well as deterioration of the quality of the environment.
Thrce technological options aimcd at preventing depletion of material resources
are considered: increase of the material efficiency, recovery and reuse of materials
from production and consumption waste, and substitution of abundant materials for
scarce materials. Exhaustion of energy sources can be prevented by increasing energy
efficicncy, by introducing renewable energy sourccs (e.g. solar energy) and by
changing consumption patterns towards low energy requiring services.
E,nvironmental impacts arise from manufacture and consumption of materials and
energy and from product waste. Potential detrimental environmental effects are
preventcd or are solved in three ways: by rcmoving harmful substances from the
society and the environment and by clean-up of polluted sites, by cleaning waste
streams generated during the production and consumption stages by end-of-pipe
teclurologt, and by redesign of products and processes in order to prevent the
occurrence of harmful waste streams.
A policy to reduce the material use generally reduces also the energy consumption
and the environmental impact. In some cascs, however, conflicts may exist betwccn
policy objectivcs concerning material use, cnergy consumption and environmental
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impacts. For instance, weight reduction by the use of plastics will result in a decrease
of fuel consumption as well as in a increase of waste production. The application of
clean-up technology may prevent some environmental impacts but requires additional
materials and energy. Thus, an evaluation of policy measuÍes regarding material use,
energy consumption or environmental effects has to include all relevant aspects
simultaneously.
Motorised individual transportation is related to all these aspects: 5% - 15% of
the global material and energy production is used for car production and car use;
disposed cars cause substantial waste problems; exhaust emissions contribute sub-
stantially to acidifying emissions (25%) and to smog causing emissions (30% - 60Vo).
Changes in the material use for cars, the lifecycle of the car and its environmental
consequences
The material composition of cars has changed substantially in the period L950 - L990:
plastics, aluminum and high-strength steel (HSS) have substituted copper, zins, szsf
iron and plain steel in many applications. Technological development has shaped the
conditions for the application of these materials in the car industry. In the USA
governmental regulations about car safety and about fuel economy have accelerated
the introduction of these light-weight materials.
The lifecycle of the car and of car materials encompasses everal stages: mining
and production of materials, car production, car use, car disposal and car dismantl-
ing, the shredding of car hulks, secondary material production from recovered
materials, and the disposal of car waste. During these stages three processes may
cause environmental impacts: loss of materials, energy consumption and the emission
of substances.
The material composition and the car assembly technique largely determins ths
amount of the material losses. Recovering and reusing materials from disposed cars
is easier in the case of metals than in the case of plastics. The application of
composite and laminated materials impede the recycling of these substances. The
yield of car dismantling is strongly related to the car assembly practice.
Car weight and engine efficiency largely control the fuel economy. The indirect
energy consumption is also relevant: the energy required for material production, for
part production and for car assembly.
The environmental effects of the caÍ, aggregated over its lifecycle, are partly
proportional to its energy consumption and its material use. For some effects, e.g.
traffic noise and car exhaust gases the impact on human health and on the
environment is considerable and more than proportional to its energy consumption
and material use.
The material use, the energy consumption and the emissions to the environment
caused by cars may be reduced by several measures. Some of these options may be
applied together but competition between some options may also occur. Thus, these
options and potential combinations must be evaluated on the relevant aspects. Four
dilemmas are investigated in this context:
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1. Does the increase in the fuel economy due to material substitution raise the
indirect encrgy requirements for car material production substantially?
2. Will the improvement of the car quality, e.g. fuel economy and longevity, result
in an increase of the waste stream and lifecycle material losses?
3. which preventive design approach is preferable: the "design to dismantle"
approach, directed to optimal dismantling conditions or the "design to shred',
approach, directed to optimal shredding conditions?
4. Is the application of end-of-pipe technologt for exhaust gas treatment, i.e. cataly'tic
converters, prelbrable over a cleqn technologt, i.e. the "clean designed" engine?
These dilemmas are studied with help of dynamic lifecycle models of the car fleet
oÍ the USA and of The Netherlands. The past trends in the USA concerning the car
material composition are evaluated with regard to direct and indirect energy
consumption, net material use and waste generation. Some future trends in The
Netherlands are evaluated with regard to energy consumption, net material use, waste
generation and exhaust gas emissions. Scenarios with substantial contrasts concerning
fuel economy, material composition, waste treatment methods and exhaust clean-up
are used in order to evaluate a broad scope of the feasible technological options.
Scenarios about material substitution, about energJi consumption, about waste and
emission prevention
Material substitution in car production in the USA and in Europe is approached on
three different ways: the relative changes of the nwss shares of ferrous materials,
aluminum and plastics, are characterised, the shift from the traditional materials (cast
iron and plain steel) to the new materials (HSS, aluminum and plastics) is described
and thc ftutctional substittttions with regard to car materials is analysed.
Two scenarios about the material composition of the car fleet in the USA are
derived liom this analysis: the nmteial substittrtion scenario (ms) based on the
historical trend of car material substitution and the no substittrtion scenario (no)
based on the assumption that the governmental energy conservation policy in the
USA would not have forced the car industry to favour material substitution.
Five different designs are considered to simulate the development of the Dutch
car fleet: a traditional design, a maximal aluminum design, a maximal plastics design,
an optimal ferrous design based on HSS and galvanised steel, and a mix of the three
new (maximal/optimal) designs.
The decrease of the car weight and an equal increase of the engine efficiency
determine the scenarios about the fuel consumption of the car fleet. The indirect
energy consumption for materials production and car production is derived from the
amounts of materials required for car production and the Gross Energy requirement
(GER)figures for material production. It is assumed that the GERsof metals decline
continuously because of technological development and that the average GER of
plastics increases due to an increasing share for high-tech (and high-energy) plastics.
Three types of handling of disposed cars are considered in the dynamic lifecycle
analysis: the treditiortal dismantling practice in which car hulks are dumped; the
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selective dismantling practice in which valuable parts are removed and the junked
cars are shredded and the metal content is recovered; and the maximal dismantling
practice in which all dismantable parts are removed and the remnant is shredded. In
the USA and The Netherlands the transition fromtraditional dismantlingto selective
dismantling has occurred during the last decennia. The consequences of a future
transition from selective dismantlingto moximaldismantling are also investigated for
The Netherlands.
Application of the three way catalytic converter for exhaust gases is now
compulsory for new cars in The Netherlands. The introduction of the catalytic
converter is simulated in order to analyse the future car emissions. This scenario is
compared to another scenario, that describes the hypothetical introduction of a clean
combustion engine instead of the introduction of the catalytic exhaust treatment.
Evaluation of different car designs by lifecycle analysis
First, the car designs considered ÍrÍe compaÍe d. in a steady state lifecycle analysis with
respect to pirnary mateial requirement en waste-production per car. When both
aspects are considered, the ms-scenario is best for the USA and the maximal
aluminum design is bept for The Netherlands. Dynamic ltïecycle analysis leads to the
same conclusion.
The car designs considered are compared in a dytamic lifucycle analysis with
respect to direct and indirect energt requirement and exhaust emissions .The scenarios
for the USA do not differ with regard to indirect energt requirement. The fuel
consumptionhas decreased by the weight reduction due to material substitution. Thus,
the ms-scenario is best with respect to total energt requirement. The indirect energl
requirement of the car designs in The Netherlands is largely determined by the
recycling yield. The indirect energt requirement of. the maximal aluminum design is
the highest one if the energy benefits of recycling ÍrÍe not considered. The indirect
energt reEdrement of the maximal aluminum design is about equal to the lowest one,
if the energy benefits of recycling are considered fully. If the energy benefits of
recycling are not included, the total energt requirements of the maximal aluminum
design, the maximal plastics design and the mix design are about equal. Otherwise,
the total energt requirement of the maximal aluminum design is the lowest one.
The four dilemmas are answered by these lifecycle analyses as follows:
1. The indírect energr requirement is greater for new light-weight designs than the
truditional designs, if material recycling is not or marginally possible (plastics) of
or the energy benefits of material recycling are not considered. Generaily the total
energt requirements of lighfweight designs are lower than those of traditional
designs. Thus, fuel consumption dominates the total cnerg5i requirements.
2. For designs based on a high metal content (ferrous materials and aluminum) an
increase of the car quality (better fuel economy and longer lifetime) results in a
decrease of the amount of final waste. Designs based on a high plastics content
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3. Thc tttairrtal dívtutríl ing approach produccs better results with rcgard to thc
aspec:ts ltrirturry nrcteiul requirentettí a'nd vyasíe getrcrutiort than the sclectíve
distrturttlirrg approach. Howcvcr, thc nct costs ol'thc/rtwtinnldísnwntlittgapproach
are substantial. A "dcsign to dismantle" approach clf the car producers may reduce
the costs of dismar-rtling to an acccptable level.
4. The threc wav cataly'tic convcrler reduces thc exhaust cmissions morc eÍ'fcctively
thar-r the clean cngine dcsigns consiclcrcd.
Conclusinns about the evaluated car designs with regard to the Dutch environmental
policy arrd rvith regard to sustainable development
A full scalc introduction ol thc l ight-wcight car designs considered in The Nethcr-
larrcls will slightly rcduce the fïel consumption and the total energt requírertrcnt [or
thc Dutch car Ílest in thc pcriod 2010 -2020. These increases fail to mcct the policy
obicctivcs Íbr the ycar 2010 and thc Toronto objcctive for the year 20-50. Compliance
to tlrc Toronto obiectivc would require a 50'1, reducticln of the fuel consumption per
car, ovcr the reductions assumed in lhc sccnarios. Such a reduction may be rcalised
by further improvcmcnts of thc cngine elïiciency and by a substantial intrclducticln of
l 'ue I  cc l ls  for  automot ivc powcr qcneral . ion.
It is not possiblc to mcet thc policy objcctives sot to the rcduction of car waste
according to thc modcl calculations. The full scale introduction of Íhe ntarinrul
dísrtuttl l íttg practicc, the application of "dcsign to dismantle" concepts by car
producers ancl the developmcnt of recycling tcchnology for plastics may lead to a
substantial dccrease of the amount clf Í inal car wastc in thc 21st century.
The Dutch policy objectivc (for the year 2010) with rcgard to the car exhaust
emissions wil l not bc attaincd according to the scenario calculations. Compliance may
be rcalised by an cfÍ'e';tivc control on catalyst pcrlbrmancc and by a reduction o[ the
sharc ol' diesel fuellcd passenger cars. Further reductions of thc cmissions are
rcquircd to mset long term environmcntally acceptable levels but adequatc
tcchnology lirr such rcductions is not yet availablc.
T'hus, it will require an almost exccssivc cffort to bring the Dutch car llcet in
compliance with the rcquircme nts ol."susÍqiwblc envhorutterÍul developnrcnt" Ïor Thc
Netherlands. I l '  the Dutch average number of passenger cars pcr capita wil l be
present rvorldwide in thc 21st century, comJlliance to thc requirements ol"sttsíuínuble
errt'írorurrerttal developrtten r"will be impossible despitc the application ol all possibly
available technologies. Thc rcsource and encrgy consumption, caused by such a
global car flect (4 to -5 billion cars in the year 20-50), will trespass all bounds set by
the <rbjectivc s of susl(tinable (ettvírotuttcnlal ) developrtrent.
General conclusions
Frlr the designs in thc abovc case-studies considered, the application of static and o[
clvnamic lifccycle moclels gives the samc ranking order and the samc evalualivc
iudgmenls. Howevcr, in four aspects the dynamic l ifecycle modcll ing methodology
ollers conclusions which cannot bc clcrived with the static l i fecvcle methoduloÍrv.
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selective dismantling practice in which valuable parts are removed and the junked
cars are shredded and the metal content is recovered; and the maximal dismantling
practice in which all dismantable parts are removed and the remnant is shredded. In
the USA and The Netherlands the transition fromtraditional dismantlingto selective
dismantling has occurred during the last decennia. The consequences of a future
transition ftom selective dismantlingto maximaldismantling are also investigated for
The Netherlands.
Application of the three way catalytic converter for exhaust gases is now
compulsory for new cars in The Netherlands. The introduction of the catalytic
converter is simulated in order to analyse the future car emissions. This scenario is
compared to another scenario, that describes the hypothetical introduction of a clean
combustion engine instead of the introduction of the catalytic exhaust treatment.
Evaluation of different car designs by lifecycle analysis
First, the car designs considered are compare d, in a steady state liftcycle analysis with
respect to pfimary materiql requirement en waste-production per car. When both
aspects are considered, the ms-scenario is best for the USA and the maximal
aluminum design is bept for The Netherlands. Dynamic lifucycle analysis leads to the
same conclusion.
The car designs considered are compared in a dytamic lifucycle analysis with
respect to direct und indirect energt requirement and exhaust emissions. The scenarios
for the USA do not differ with regard to indirect energt requirement. The fuel
consumptionhas decreased by the weight reduction due to material substitution. Thus,
the ms-scenario is best with respect to total energt requirement. The indirect energl
requirement of the car designs in The Netherlands is largely determined by the
recycling yield. The indircct energt requirement of the maximal aluminum design is
the highest one if the energy benefits of recycling are not considered. The indirect
energt requirement of the maximal aluminum design is about equal to the lowest one,
if the energy benefits of recycling are considered fully. If the energy benefits of
recycling are not included, the total energt requirernents of the maximal aluminum
design, the maximal plastics design and the mix design are about equal. Otherwise,
the totsl energt requirement of the maximal aluminum design is the lowest one.
The four dilemmas are answered by these lifecycle analyses as follows:
1. The indirect energt requirement is greater for new light-weight designs than the
traditional designs, if material recycling is not or marginally possible (plastics) of
or the energy benefits of material recycling are not considered. Generally the total
energt requirements of light-weight designs are lower than those of traditional
designs. Thus, fuel consumption dominates the total onergy requirements.
2. For designs based on a high metal content (ferrous materials and aluminum) an
increase of the car quality (better fuel economy and longer lifetime) results in a
decrease of the amount of final waste. Designs based on a high plastics content
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- results from dynamic lifecycle models offer insight in quantitative long-term trends
in resource use and environmental impacts related to the introduction of new
designs and new technologies. If the timing of the desired improvements or the
long-term effects does not fit the policy objectives, stronger measuÍes than fust
intended can be considered and evaluated with the same methodology,
- dynamic lifecycle models clari$ the net effect of counteracting developments with
regard to growth, fficiency increase and substitution.lnmany cases the growing
use of a product of technology offsets the beneficial results of efficiency increase,
- Dynamic lifecycle models indicate whether and in which amounts recovery and
recycling plants have to be installed for handling and treating disposed products
and materials; this knowledge is useful for a proper planning of the development
of the required technology and the building of the necessary plants, and
- dynamic lifecycle models assess the contribution of the present infrastructure (e.g.
the current car fleet) to present and future environmental impacts compared to
the impacts that are caused by the new designs; so a ranking order can be derived
for a set of policy measures directed at different levels, e.g. clean-up measures for
(potential) pollution by existing appliances and infrastructure and preventive
measures for future appliances and infrastructure.
The choice for the perspective of the environmental physiologist implies an impartial
position on the four views on sustainable development, discussed earlier. Each of
these views is partly incorporated inthe dynamic metabolic models: e.g. technological
growth according to the view of the"Technocrat-Adventurey'', market interventions
according to the view of the"Manager-Engineef', the reduction to "safe" impact levels
according to the "Steward"-iew, and the analysis of dynamic environmental
equilibrium according to the "Paftney''-iew. The metabolic methodology allows
environmental physiologisl to scrutinise the various suppositions of these views on
sustainable development:
- the "Technocrat-Adventu.rey'' assumes that there is a abundance of nalural
resources; he does not recognise that the societal metabolism of some substances
has increased in the 20th century to about the same level (and sometimes higher)
as the natural metabolism and that the societal metabolism interferes with the
nafiïal metabolism in a way that may destroy the supply base of the natural
resources-
- the "Manager-Engineey'' assumes that regulation and "proper price" setting for
environmental services will result in a transition from the current non sustainable
societal metabolism towards a sustainable metabolism; the poor results of past
administrative and economic planning exercises directed at fundamental societal
change seem contradictory to these suppositions,
- the "Steward" requires the limitation of the societal metabolism level to "safe"
bounds, based on the precautionary principle. However, the magnitude of these
"safe" levels cannot be fully derived by scientific reasoning. Therefore the practical
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- the proponents of the "Paftttcr" perspective assume that thc nutural equilibritutt
cannot bccornc permanently disturbed by anthropogenic influence; however, they
cannot guarantee the continuance ol mankind during thc transition period from
a hcavily disturbed enviïoruneníul ntetuholísrtr towards the restoration of a (new)
r t u I tt ru I t '  r1tt i I ihrittttt.
The casc-study results indicate that it is possible to transform the global environ-
rrtettal rrtelaholisntLoward sustainabilil.y with new and improved technology - without
a reduction of the grorth rate in thc "wcstcrn" world - provided thc in-equity of the
global distribution of wealth remains unchanged during the 2lst century. However,
a global statc of sustainable rnirutntrretÍul ntetabolísnt cannot be reached in the 21st
century by mcans of worldwide and full scale introduction o[ thc bcst expected
technologics, iÍ the expected wealth lcvcl l irr the "rvestern" world bccomes available
for all lul"urc rvorld cit izens in the 2lst century.
A continuation of the present in-cquity wil l result in permanent geopolit ical
instabilily, in pcrmancnt flows oÍ econclmic refugees to the rich "wcstcrn" wbrld and
in global imitation of the "westcrn" cxamplc inducing a future erosion of the growth
of wealth in thc "western" world and a pcrsistcnt deterioration ol thc quality of the
environnrcnt. Thus, it is necessary to l imit the growth in the "westcrn" world in order
to reach an cclual distribution of wcalth world-wide as well as a state of global and
sustainablc ertvircnurrertel nrctubolisnt.
A start ctl' stLslaitnhle developtrrent implics political, economic and cultural change in
thc "wcstcrn" wclrld. Some fundamcntal societal transformations follow from the
rcquircd changc. Schematically, the prcsent democratic structurc cclnsists of four
<lifferent political and societal mainstrcams: the technocratic mainstrcam, the
bw'eaucrulic mainstream, the ecocratic mainstream and thc fatalistic n.rainstream.
Thcsc mainstrcams struggle Íbr morc polit ical power by seeking the làvour of the
voters (and potential non-voters) ancl struggle for more institutional power by
strengthcning the participation in all icd institutions in order (re)arrange the society
according to their convictions. The capriciousness of the favour of thc voters and
alternations in the institutional arrangcmcnt o[ the society impede thc design and the
implemcntation of a consistcnt long-terrn policy. The consistency of policy design and
implcmcntation is required especially l irr the attainmcnt of sustainable mctabolism.
A polit ical culture based on temporary coalit ions between some mainstreams and on
exclusion ol'thc other ones wil l not bc ablc to rcalise (in due timc) a transition to a
stt s í a ir t a h I e det, e k 4n r rcr t p ath.
For thc dcsign of a sttsíairtable developrttent paLh it is essential to consider the
contributions of all mainstreams. Such a conscnsus may be realised:
- by clirecting the technological skills ol lhc teclutoo?fJ towards the clevelopment
of ecologically compatible technologics,
- by dirccting the managerial compctcnce of Íhe bw'eaucrat lowaÍds thc design of
measurcs aiming at the rcalisation of long-tcrm cnvironmental obiectives and of
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a monitoring and re-evaluation program in order to prevent harmful environ-
mental impacts,
- by directing the ecological experience of the ecocrats and the critical and sceptical
attitude of Íhe fatalisÍ towards the communication of ecological knowledge and
the related long-term perspective to proponents of the other mainstreams.
Building such a consensus is an enormous task. It requires at least impartial com-
munication and evaluation instruments to structure the discussion between the main-
streams and to evaluate the consequences of different policy measures. For the
efforts of the environmental pltysiologist - with his/her impartial position towards the
various world views indicated and with hisiher metabolic modelling methodology -
this presents a major challenge.
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